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Stunning Edwardian Property

Client: Private residence

Architect: VORBILD Architecture Ltd

This elegant Edwardian property located in North London has recently 

undergone a transformation to improve its living spaces. The installation 

of Glazing Vision Visionvent rooflights has allowed natural daylight to 

pour into the home, enhancing light and improving air circulation within 

the kitchen area.
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Electric Visionvent Rooflight

Heat Soak Tested Low E Safety 

Glass As Standard

Approved by the Loss Prevention 

Certification Board

Secured By Design

Products

Key Features:

• Hinged glass ventilation rooflight
• Top hung on the side
• Chain or electrically actuated
• Thermally broken frame
• Dual colour as standard
• Heat soak tested low e safety glass
• Secured by Design to LPS2081/1
• Approved by the Loss Prevention 

Certification Board
• Rain sensor, temperature sensors 

available as optional extras
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When the owners first acquired this impressive
property, it was divided into two sections. The main
part of the house included the kitchen, and there was
a separate apartment with its own entrance at the
front, utilised for guest accommodations or shortterm
rentals.
Since the apartment received the majority of natural
light, the owners decided to merge and expand the
property towards the rear. This modification created a
spacious kitchen diner that opens out onto a patio.

The expanded space within the property enables
the owners to make better use of their home,

accommodating more guests in the kitchen for
family gatherings and events..
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The entire back section of the ground floor was
demolished and reconstructed to include a new
kitchen, dining area, toilet, and patio.

Over a nine-month period, significant quantities of
steel and glass were integrated into the structure.
The toilet’s modern jungle-themed design not only
enhances the property’s atmosphere but also
beautifully complements its contemporary and
modern style.

The decision to install two electric Visionvent
rooflights above the kitchen was made to

significantly enhance natural light and airflow.

The electric operation of these rooflights allows
homeowners to easily bring the outdoors in with

just the press of a button, eliminating the need for
manual opening poles typically required for distant

rooflights.

Furthermore, the larger space on the lower floor
demanded better air circulation, which these

rooflights, alongside bifold doors, effectively achieve
by facilitating increased airflow.
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The addition of two Visionvents nicely
complemented the new patio doors installed
during the property renovation. Since the
extension lacks other opening windows besides
the patio doors, it was crucial to have rooflights
that could be raised or lowered to facilitate
ventilation.

Considerable attention was given to the kitchen’s design to ensure it had a
modern feel. The kitchen features a chilled drinks unit that is colorcoordinated
and styled to match the wall units and countertop.
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‘‘We had one or two challenges along the way with providing adequate power to the 
rooflights and eliminating water from the base of the lights however these issues were 

quickly resolved by our electrication and the support from Glazing Rennovations. ‘‘ - 
Homeowner

Searching for the perfect rooflight? Connect with us today for a free consultation 

with our team!

Email: sales@glazingvision.co.uk

Phone: 01379 658300

The creation of a new seating area in the living space has not 
only drawn more natural daylight into the home but has also 

given the project a more modern feel.
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